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Pedestrian Tracking in Infrared from Moving Vehicles
Kai Jüngling and Michael Arens

Abstract— The automatic detection and tracking of pedestrians in imagery constitute important and challenging problems
both in computer vision and driver assistance systems. We
address these problems for the case of a forward looking
monocular infrared camera under strong vehicle induced camera motion. An integrated detection & tracking strategy is
introduced based on a state-of-the-art feature based object
detector originally developed for images in the visual spectrum.
The proposed pedestrian detection algorithm can be applied
to both infrared and visual imagery. We show the difficulties
arising from the specifics of infrared data under strong camera
motion and how to tackle these problems by replacing common
motion models like the Kalman filter by a feature matching
approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Object detection and – more specifically – pedestrian
detection and tracking have been subject to extensive research over the past decades. This results from as versatile
application areas as video surveillance, thread assessment in
military applications, human computer interaction, and driver
assistance systems. An extensive review of the whole field
of pedestrian detection and tracking is beyond the scope of
this paper and can be found in [8] and [12].
Specifically in application areas like driver assistance,
pedestrian detection and tracking is much more challenging
due to camera motion. In this case, systems that rely on
background modeling (e. g., [24]) and subtraction like [11]
or for the case of infrared [7], [5] in order to detect people
as foreground regions, are not applicable. Although some
research [22], [3] has been proposed for foreground detection
from a moving camera, another major drawback, namely
the disability to reliably distinguish between object classes,
remains. Both problems can be tackled by not relying on a
foreground segmentation but use a dedicated object detector
to detect pedestrians. Lately, a lot of work has been proposed
in this direction. Most of it [26], [27], [16], [6], [23] focuses
on the visible spectrum while some work [25], [21], [4], [28]
specifically addresses infrared.
For most high-level applications like situation assessment,
the person detection results alone are not sufficient since
they only provide a situation snapshot. For these higher
level interpretation purposes, meaningful person trajectories
have to be built by a tracking process. To benefit from the
advantages of dedicated object detectors, a lot of approaches
have been proposed that directly build on the results of these
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person detectors to conduct tracking in the visible spectrum:
Andriluka et al. introduced a method of combining tracking
and detection of people in [1]. This approach uses knowledge
of the walking cycle of a person to predict a persons position
and control the detection. An extension of the work of Leibe
et al. [16] was proposed in [18], where a tracking was set
up on the ISM based object detector. In [17] Leibe et. al
further extended the work to track people from a moving
camera. Gammeter et al. [9] built the tracking based on
the object detector and additional depth cues obtained from
a stereo camera to track people in street scenes from a
moving camera. In [10], Gavrila and Munder proposed a
multi cue pedestrian detection and tracking system that is
applicable from a moving vehicle, too. They use a cascade of
detection modules that involves complementary information
including stereo. Wu and Nevatia [27] introduced a system
that detects body parts by a combination of edgelet features
and combines the responses of the part detectors to compute
the likelihood of the presence of a person. The tracking is
conducted by a combination of associating detection results
to trajectories and search for persons with a mean shift post
processing. In both cases, an appearance model based on
color information is used for data association in tracking.
In infrared data, person tracking (as opposed to pure
detection, which might be said to be relatively simple due to
expectable high contrast of the warm person to the colder
background) is a more challenging problem than in the
visible spectrum. This is due to similar appearance of persons
in infrared which makes identity maintenance in tracking
much more difficult compared to the visible spectrum where
rich texture and color is available to distinguish persons.
Especially on moving cameras, where the image position
of people is unstable and thus not sufficient to correctly
maintain object identities, the above mentioned approaches
would not be capable to track persons robustly. This is due
to the different assumptions the approaches make on the
availability of color, a stationary camera or specific sensors
layouts like a stereo camera. An approach which focuses
on pedestrian tracking without making these assumption is
presented in [28] by Xu and Fujimura. Here, the tracking
is built on the infrared person detection results from an
SVM (support vector machine) classifier. For that they use a
Kalman filter to predict a persons position and combine this
with a mean shift tracking. Other work tries to compensate
the difficulties in infrared tracking by fusing infrared data
with data acquired in the visible spectrum [19].
In this work, we seize on the task of detecting and tracking
multiple pedestrians in real world environments from a
moving, monocular infrared camera and by that pursue the
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work of Jüngling and Arens [15], [14]. Here, we focus on
pedestrian tracking in infrared and specifically address the
problem of tracking under strong ego motion of the camera
bearing vehicle. We show the limits of a tracking strategy
that models motion dynamics with a Kalman filter in cases
of very strong motion and introduce a tracking technique
that accounts for these situations. Unlike most of the before
mentioned approaches, our tracking approach does not make
any assumptions on application scenario, environment or
sensor specifics and thus is generally applicable. The whole
detection and tracking approach is solely built on local
image features. We use SURF (replaceable with SIFT or
other local features) features as local features because in
infrared they have some major advantages (see [15]). The
basis of the system is an integrated Implicit Shape Model
(ISM) based detection and tracking strategy which combines
tracking and detection on the level of features. This approach
is specifically designed to (i) improve detection performance
by tracking, (ii) inherently allow for tracking through short
term occlusions and (iii) automatic identity preservation in
tracking. In what follows Section II gives an overview of the
detection and tracking approach and presents an evaluation
of tracking in two infrared image sequences. Section III
introduces our novel motion compensation strategy which
allows for tracking under strong camera motion and presents
the evaluation of this strategy in two image sequences.
II. P ERSON DETECTION AND TRACKING
A. Detection
We build our work on the infrared pedestrian detector
described in [15]. A brief overview of this detection approach
is given in Fig. 1. In a training stage, SURF features are
extracted from training samples. After a clustering stage
where feature prototypes are built, an Implicit Shape Model
(ISM) records the spatial occurrence of features in terms of
object center offsets. This nonparametric feature distribution
together with the appearance prototypes build the codebook
for the trained object class. To detect objects in input images,
the codebook prototypes are matched with SURF features
extracted from the input image. Matching features cast votes
for object center locations (determined by the training ISM)
in a three dimensional Hough voting space comprising two
dimensions (x,y) for image location and one (s) for scale.
To find object hypotheses, a maxima search is conducted in
this voting space. For fast initialization of the search, initial
maxima are defined by maxima in a grid partitioning and
afterwards refined by mean shift. An important point for the
remainders is the determination of the weight V~xw of a vote for
position ~x which is the product of training feature/codebook
prototype similarity p(Ci | fk ) and image feature/codebook
prototype similarity p(V~x |Ci ):
V~xw = p(Ci | fk ) · p(V~x |Ci ).

(1)

The similarity p(Ci | fk ) of an image feature fk , codebook
entry Ci combination is determined by:
p(Ci | fk ) =

tsim − ρ( fk ,Ci )
,
tsim

(2)

where ρ( fk ,Ci ) is the euclidean distance in descriptor space
and tsim is a cut-off threshold for matches (feature pairs the
distance of which is above that threshold are not considered
matches). Since all features with a distance above or equal
tsim have been rejected before, p(Ci | fk ) is in range ]0, 1]. The
maximal assignment strength 1 is reached when the euclidean
distance becomes 0. The same distance measure is used for
the weight p(V~x |Ci ) of a vote for an object center location
~x when considering a codebook entry Ci . The result of the
detection step is a set Φ of object hypotheses, each annotated
with a score γφ . This score is subject to a further threshold
application. All object hypotheses below that threshold are
removed from the detection set Φ. In [15] it has been shown
that the ISM based detector as described above is able to
detect persons in thermal data at quite different aspect angles
and over a wide range of scales.
B. Tracking
Even a perfectly working person detector only gives a
snapshot image of the situation. For drivers assistance it is
necessary to interpret the situation over a time interval, i. e.,
to know where people are walking and thus know if we, as a
driver of a vehicle, might be a thread to the person. For this, a
person tracking is necessary. An important point in tracking
is to consistently maintain object identities because this is
a prerequisite for correct trajectory estimation and thus for
correct situation interpretation. This is a difficult problem
specifically in infrared data, where features like color that
are commonly used to distinguish persons in tracking are
not available. Here, people usually appear as a light region
on a darker background which means the appearance of
different persons is very alike. Additional difficulties arise
when tracking should be conducted from a moving camera.
In this case the use of position information for correct
trajectory estimation is problematic since the camera motion
distorts estimation of people motion. In this section, we give
an overview of our tracking strategy which is based on the
object detector introduced in section II-A and copes with the
difficulties for tracking in infrared from a moving camera.
This constitutes an adaption of the work of [14] where the
ISM based detector had been extended for tracking purposes
in the visual spectrum. Fig. 2 gives an overview of this
tracking approach. For a new image of an image sequence,
SURF features are extracted. Object hypotheses which are
already known in the system at this point in time are joined
with the new image features to integrate expectation. For that,
hypothesis features are first predicted for the current point in
time (a Kalman-Filter that models the object-center dynamics
assuming constant object acceleration is used to predict
feature position). Subsequently, the features are matched
(again using euclidean distance in descriptor space and a
cut-off threshold for matches) with the new image features
to determine where expectation and new data concur. To
ensure the best exclusive assignment of image to hypothesis
features in matching we use the Munkres algorithm [20]. In
this matching, the features are classified into three different
classes. (1) Πimg are image features without a match in
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Fig. 1.

Overview of the object detection approach.

the hypothesis feature set. (2) Πmat are image features that
have a matching hypothesis feature. (3) Π pro are hypotheses
features that have no according image feature. Subsequently,
all features are matched with the trained codebook to build
the voting space. To conduct tracking, the voting is adapted
in two ways. First, votes that result from features of type
(2) and (3) have a hypothesis ID assigned and vote directly
for this specific hypothesis. Votes that result from native
image features can vote for any hypothesis. In Fig. 2, this
is depicted by different colors used for the different vote
types (Green: native image feature votes, blue and yellow:
hypothesis specific votes). Second, a feature specific, type
dependent factor is included into the vote weight (depicted
by different sized votes in Fig. 2) formerly defined by (1):
π,t
V~xw = p(Ci | fk ) · p(V~x |Ci ) · Ptype
.

(3)

This factor accounts for the time varying weight of a feature.
It is adapted based on the last value of this factor and a
constant that accounts for the feature type:
π,t
π,t−1
Ptype
= Ptype
· αtype .

(4)

The factor αtype introduces the feature type dependent adaption and is set to 1 for feature type (1), a value > 1 for
feature type (2) (in order to gain increasing weight for
features with a match) and a value < 1 for feature type
(3) (in order to decrease weights for features without a
match). In our experiments, we use αimg = 1.0, αmat = 1.1
and α pro = 0.9. Thus, a feature weight which determines
the influence of a certain feature in voting is automatically
adapted based on whether there is new evidence for this
feature or not. Additionally the feature history is directly

Fig. 2.

Coupling of expectation and data for tracking.

included at this point. Features which have been seen often
in history have strong influence in voting. If features cannot
be confirmed by data, their weight decreases and they are
finally removed from the hypothesis model after a while.
This is important in cases where the visual appearance of an
object changes due to viewpoint changes or environmental
influences. Features that are not significant for the object any
more are removed after a certain time of absence. New features which now are significant for the object, are integrated
into the hypothesis automatically. By this inherent generation
of an object identity model, a reliable object reidentification
based on the standard feature codebook is possible. By
that, the reidentification ability does not interfere with the
generality of object description. After the voting space is
build, hypothesis search is conducted in this voting space.
Since the number and position of expected object hypotheses
is known, no additional maxima search is necessary to search
for known objects in the voting space. As we see in Fig. 3 (b),
the mean shift search can be started immediately since the
expected position of a hypothesis in voting space is known
(the position is determined by a prediction using a Kalman
filter that models object center dynamics). Starting from this
position, the mean shift search is conducted determining the
new object position. Since a mean shift search was started for
every known object in particular, the search procedure knows
which object it is looking for and thus only includes votes
for this specific object and native votes into its search. By
that hypothesis specific search, identity preservation is automatically included in the detection procedure without any
additional strategy to assign detections to hypotheses. After
mean shift execution, object hypotheses are updated with the
newly gathered information. Since, by the propagation of the
features, old and new information is already combined in the
voting space, the object information in the tracking system
can be replaced with the new information without any further
calculations or matching.
To detect new objects, a search comprising the standard
maximum search has to be conducted since the positions
of new objects are not known beforehand. As we see in
Fig. 3 (c), this maxima search is executed in a reduced voting
space where only native votes that have not been assigned to
a hypothesis yet remain. All votes that already contributed
to an object hypothesis before are removed from the voting
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Hypothesis search in the voting space. (a) joined voting space. Green: Native votes generated by image features without correspondence, light
yellow/light blue: votes generated by projected features without image feature correspondence, yellow/blue: votes generated from hypothesis features with
image feature correspondence. Different colors visualize affiliation to object hypotheses (light yellow/yellow, light blue/blue). (b) mean shift search for
known object hypotheses. No initial maxima search is necessary since approximate positions of objects are known. (c): grid maxima search to detect new
objects in the reduced voting space. (d) mean shift search to refine maxima positions of new objects.

space. This ensures that no “double” object hypotheses are
generated and determines that new image features are more
likely assigned to existing object hypotheses than to new
ones. As in the original voting procedure, the initial “grid
maxima” are refined with mean shift as we see in Fig. 3 (d).
All maxima with a sufficient score found here initialize new
tracks.
C. Results and evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our system in different image
sequences comprising different difficulties for tracking. We
show how tracking improves detection performance by comparing it to standalone detection results provided in [15]. In
addition, we show how our approach is able to track persons
over short term occlusions and provide a tracking situation
where the Kalman filter dynamics model comes to its limit.
To show the principal ability of this tracking approach
to track through short term occlusions even in infrared, we
consider a situation where two people move past each other
as in Fig. 4 and one person is occluded a significant part
(Note that at the same time the camera was moving). Top
row of Fig. 4 shows results of a feature based tracking with
independent detection and subsequent track formation. Here,
we see that at the time of people overlapping, only a single

Fig. 4. Comparison of tracking results using the integration of perception
and expectation (bottom-row) and a feature based tracking without these
extensions (top-row). In the bottom row, white dots visualize features that
initially contribute to the hypothesis in this frame (feature type 1), red dots
indicate image features which have been seen in this hypothesis before
(feature type 2) and blue circles depict projected features (feature type 3) that
can not be verified by image data but contribute to the according hypothesis.

object detection is generated by the two persons. From a
single image, the detection approach is not able to distinguish
these two persons. Beside the detection failure for one person
in a couple of frames, the result is, that the identities are not
maintained correctly. The bottom row shows the results of
our tracking approach in the same situation. As we see, the
object identities are preserved correctly and the approach is
able to estimate the position and size of the occluded person
correctly even when it is almost completely occluded by
another person. Note that this tracking is more challenging in
infrared due to the very similar appearance of persons here.
Quantitative tracking evaluation is done with two main
aspects. First, we want to show how tracking improves
detection performance by stabilizing it over time. For that,
we evaluate tracking in the two image sequences from [15]
which were acquired from a moving vehicle. The second
aspect is tracking performance itself. Here, we measure
how good the trajectory maintenance, namely the identity
preservation is. For that, we evaluate tracking in two other
image sequences which include additional difficulties for
tracking. We show how these difficulties can be compensated
by replacing the object level Kalman filter motion model
by a feature level handling of image motion. This new
approach is specifically designed for strong camera motion
and directly integrates into the existing coupling of detection
and tracking. For evaluation, we annotate every person in
the video sequence with a bounding box. Since our tracking
approach is in principle capable to infer the presence of
occluded objects when they have been seen before (see
Fig. 4), we also annotate temporarily occluded persons
and the occluded parts of persons if they have been ‘fully
visible’ previously in the sequence. To determine whether an
object hypothesis is a true- or a false positive, we use the
overlapping criterion used in [15]. This criterion assesses
object hypotheses using the ground truth and hypotheses
bounding boxes and demands a minimum overlap of these.
The overlap between those is calculated by the JaccardIndex [13]. For all following evaluations, we use a minimum
overlap demand of 0.5 (50%) to be regarded as true positive.
Only a single hypothesis is counted per ground truth object,
all other hypotheses are counted as false positive for this
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Fig. 5. Comparison of detection and tracking performance for sequence
3. Both evaluated with a 50% bounding box overlap criterion.

object. To assess tracking performance, we use the metrics:
MOT P =

∑i,t dti
∑t kctt k

MOTA = 1 − (m + f p + mm)

(5)
(6)

from [2], which include a complete assessment of tracking
performance, detection performance and precision. The Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) indicates the overall
exactness of detections where dti is the distance (i. e., the
center distance) between a true positive detection and the
ground truth and kctt k is the number of matches made for
frame t. Since we evaluate our tracking performance using
a bounding box criterion, we do not use the distance but the
overlap of detection and ground truth bounding box. Thus,
MOTP in our case is the mean bounding box overlap (so
1.0 would be the best results here) of all correct detections.
The Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) accounts
for the overall tracking performance by taking into account
the miss-ratio m, the false positive ratio f p and the mismatch
ratio mm:
kmk
k f pk
kmmk
m=
, fp=
, mm =
(7)
kgtk
kgtk
kgtk
that are accumulated over all frames (kgtk is the number of
objects in ground truth. kmk, k f pk and kmmk are the number
of misses, false positives and mismatches respectively.).
Mismatches are counted when the object ID in the tracking
system changes for a ground truth object. This might happen
when people walk past each other. In this case, IDs might be
interchanged between persons. Additionally, cases where a
track is lost and a new tracking ID is generated are counted
as mismatches too. To allow for comparison of our results
with other work that only accounts for detection accuracy,
we additionally show the recall (ratio of true positives and
ground truth objects) and the false positives per image in
the result Table I. (To allow for comparison to standalone
detection in [15], we use the same numbering of image
sequences.) The person detector used in the experiments is
trained with a set of 97 person samples appearing at multiple
scales (ranging from 50x20 to 100x40 pixels) and different

viewpoints. The test sequences have been acquired from a
camera (resolution:640x480, 30fps) mounted on a vehicle.
The result plot for sequence 3 (sequence 1 was evaluated
with the new motion model and is discussed later) are shown
in Fig. 5. The green graph is a plot of the standalone
detection performance in this image sequence. The red graph
shows detection performance when using tracking, again
with a 50% bounding box overlap demand criterion. As we
see from the plot for sequence 3, the detection performance
is improved significantly by tracking. The highest recall of
0.9 is reached at about 5.75 false positives per image which
is an improvement of more than 0.35. Even more important,
a recall of 0.82 is reached with a false positive rate of only
1.15. This is an immense improvement of over 0.6 compared
to the standalone detection. These good results are confirmed
by the tracking evaluation of these sequences which is shown
in Table I. In the challenging scenario in sequence 3, tracking
shows a good performance too with a MOTA of 0.66. The
main challenge for tracking here is identity maintenance for
the 4 persons in the back of the scene which appear at a
very low scale. The small appearance might lead to short
term failures of the detection, even if improved by tracking.
These disruptions in tracks together with the moving camera
can lead to mismatches. This happens when a person is redetected after a short failure, but the position has changed
significantly due to camera motion. In this case the tracks can
not be associated with each other and a new object hypothesis
with a new ID is instantiated. We can see this in the sample
results in the bottom row of Fig. 8 and from the mismatch
rate which counts 4 mismatches in this sequence.
To analyze the tracking in more depth, we evaluated it
in another sequence (4). This sequence is more challenging
for tracking because besides the moving camera, people are
moving around a lot more than in sequence 3 (where people
mainly moved towards the camera) which leads to a lot of
occlusions between people. This is particular difficult for
tracking in infrared, because, specifically when the camera
is moving, there is not much information that can be used
for identity maintenance in these situations. Totally, there
are 8 different persons in this sequence, 4 of which are
running from one side to another in the back of the scene,
thus appearing very small, which is another difficulty here.
Sample results of this sequence are shown in Fig. 8. From
these and the results in Table I, we can see that the tracking
performs well, with a MOTA of 0.76 and only 2 mismatches,
even under these difficult circumstances, where 3 problems,
namely a moving camera, people appearing at both, very low
and high scales, and people occluding each other, coincide.
Sequence 1 comes with a lot of difficulties considering
person tracking. For the described tracking strategy, specifically the strong camera motion is a problem since tracking
propagates expectations based on a dynamics modeling using
a Kalman filter. This Kalman filter is appropriate in cases
of static cameras because people do not move that much
from frame to frame. Even in cases of slight camera motion
like in sequences 3 and 4, this dynamics model proved to
be sufficient. In sequence 1, camera motion is very strong,
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Fig. 6. Shift vector calculation of motion compensation. Top-left image
shows tracking hypotheses at time t. The other images visualize the
matching approach to determine offsets for tracking in the next frame.

which leads to strong shifts in the image position of persons.
This makes tracking a challenging problem, specifically in
infrared where the appearance of person is very alike and
position is an important cue. This position shift leads to
accuracy problems in detection (when using the propagation
strategy) and when looking at the tracking (and not the
detection) performance, to identity changes of single persons
and between objects. Since this identity maintenance is
essential for correct trajectory estimation in tracking and
thus for correct situation assessment, we introduce a motion
compensation model that copes with strong camera motion
and allows for tracking in these situations.
III. T RACKING UNDER STRONG CAMERA MOTION
As mentioned in the last section, the dynamics model
using a Kalman filter is not sufficient to track person from
a strongly moving camera. In this section, we introduce a
method that makes tracking completely independent from
camera motion without explicitly calculating a motion compensation, e. g., with a homography. Our approach fits into
the detection and tracking strategy on the level of features
and thus does not have to employ any other methods.
We replace the Kalman prediction component of the
system by a calculation of feature shift vectors between
frames. For that, as shown in Fig. 6, each feature in every
TABLE I
T RACKING RESULTS

Sequence
Frames
Objects (#ids)
MOTP
Miss rate
FP rate
Mismatch rate
MOTA
Recall
FP/I

3
201
1471 (8)
0.62
0.17
0.15
0.002 (4)
0.66
0.82
1.15

4
417
1119 (8)
0.67
0.16
0.08
0.001 (2)
0.76
0.84
0.26

1
71
301 (7)
0.67
0.43
0.05
0
0.52
0.57
0.22

5
216
417 (3)
0.62
0.1
0.1
0
0.79
0.9
0.25

object model (hypothesis) is matched with the image features
of the next frame. For every feature-feature combination
the similarity of which is high enough, the shift vector
from the last to the current frame (the movement of the
person) and its according weight, which is determined by
feature similarity (see equation (2)), is recorded. As we see
in Fig. 6 for some example features, this is done for all
hypotheses. The shift vectors are then transfered to a 2D
voting space where each vector votes for a certain offset
(see Fig. 7 (a)). As we see in Fig. 7 (b), these votes have
different weights assigned (visualized by the size of the
circle) and were generated by different hypotheses (indicated
by different colors). We can see here, that the shift that refers
to the camera motion should build a cluster in this space.
Indeed this cluster must not necessarily be very dense since
people might walk into different directions which distorts
the maximum since it dilutes the global motion. In the
next step, as shown in Fig. 7 (c), a maximum search in
this space is conducted. For that we use mean shift, since
this allows for accounting for imprecision by increasing the
kernel size and thus is capable to cope with the impreciseness
generated by possible ego motion of people. This technique
is preferable over, e. g., calculating a homography and
registering the frames for two reasons. First it fits into our
strategy and directly delivers the assignment that is needed
for feature propagation. Second we can not expect to be
able to calculate an exact homography since people might
move in different directions which would distort an exact
registration. In our approach this is absorbed by the two stage
strategy and the imprecision that is deliberately tolerated in
the first stage where only the global motion matters. Now
that the approximate camera motion is known, the next stage
(Fig. 7 (d)) can account for the ego motion of persons.
Here, another mean shift search is applied, now for every
hypothesis independently. Starting from the position of the
global maximum, the hypothesis specific mean shift searches
for the shift position of a certain hypothesis using only the
votes of this specific hypothesis. The choice of the global
maximum as a starting point is necessary because if the shift
of each hypothesis is calculated independently, specifically
in infrared where people look much alike, this might lead to
permutations between objects. This overall strategy ensures
correct identity maintenance (correct assignment over time)
in two ways. Under the assumption that the spatial relation
of people in the scene stays the same because the relative
motion of people between consecutive frames is small when
recording with common frame rates of, e. g., 30 Hz, which
means that people do not change relative positions, the
number of feature shift vectors that constitutes the correct
sensor motion (image content displacement) clearly should
be bigger than the number of shift vectors that are constituted
by incorrect assignments. The second assumption is that the
feature similarity between the same objects at two points
in time, is higher than the similarity between different
objects (due to visual dissimilarity of people or different
articulation states). In this case, the correct shift vectors
are weighted higher than those corresponding to wrong
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Motion compensation for person tracking: (a) transfer of feature offsets (see Fig. 6) to 2D voting space. (b) votes with assigned weight for motion
between frames. (c) global maximum mean shift search in the voting space to determine camera motion between frames. (d) mean shift search to determine
people motion between two frames.

assignments. Using this combination of spatial consistency
and appearance information to calculate the overall shift
vector, we gain a high stability under strong motion even if
one of the assumptions does not hold in some cases. Tracking
evaluation of sequence 1 in Table I shows this stability with
no mismatch. In this difficult sequence where 7 people run
fast from one side to another with mutual occlusions while
the vehicle drives a curve. Sample results of this sequence
are shown in the third row of Fig. 8. To show the usability of
our new dynamics model, we evaluate it in another sequence
(5). Here, three persons are to be tracked from a camera
installed on a vehicle which drives on a vehicle test track.
The test track has artificial ground waves which lead to very
strong motion of the vehicle. This strong motion in turn
leads to strong shifts in image positions of people and even
geometric distortions in the video stream. Sample results for
this sequence are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 8. The
evaluation results in Table I show that no mismatch happened
in this sequence. This shows that the tracking strategy works
well even with a strongly moving camera.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We presented a generic approach to detect and track
persons based solely on local (SURF) image features. The
tracking technique combines expectation gathered in the past
with newly available data on the level of features and thus
gains an improvement in detection performance itself. We
showed that this approach is specifically suited to detect
and track persons in infrared image sequences given static
or slowly moving cameras. Furthermore, we showed that
the integrated tracking approach performs well regarding
trajectory correctness (identity preservation) and is able to
track persons through short term occlusions even in infrared
image sequences where tracking is more difficult due to the
very similar appearance of persons. For the case of strong
camera motion, we show that the formerly employed Kalman
filter based approach of explicit pedestrian motion modeling
does no longer suffice. We replace this explicit motion model
by a feature shift vector based motion compensation strategy
which easily fits into the existing detection and tracking
paradigm on the level of image features. The resulting
detection and tracking algorithm is shown to perform well
even under heavy vehicle induced camera motion.
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